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Gary Gottfried, Principal of Crosslink Marketing LLC, is an executive 
with a favorable reputation for developing business relationships 
and getting things done. He has extensive experience and expertise 
in sales,marketing, and management ranging from small to large 
businesses and spanning a wide range of industries. Consistent 
success in the development of new profitable business 
opportunities, establishing relationships to penetrate targeted 
customer markets, managing overhead, and developing strong 
effective teams to meet targeted goals and objectives. 
 
His sales career began with Oscar Mayer and Company originally in 
Cleveland, OH and was promoted through various sales and sales 
management responsibilities in Cleveland, Detroit, and San Francisco 
markets with a return to Cleveland in 1983 to manage the Cleveland 
office. In 1991, promoted and transitioned to Kraft Foods Cleveland 
sales office as part of the first integration of mid management 
personnel between Kraft/General Foods/Oscar Mayer as part of Philip 
Morris. 
 

He was with Kraft for a year when, in 1992, was drawn to a unique 
opportunity to become the Director of Marketing for the Cleveland 
Browns Football team. In this role, was responsible for all team 
revenues with the exception of NFL network television and 
merchandise sales. The experience was a totally complementary skill 
set to selling a retail or food service product since it entailed selling 
“air” in the form of an empty seat (ticket), an empty luxury suite, a 
print ad, a 30 second TV ad, 60 second radio spot, blank billboards 
and sponsorships. He is seasoned in creating, developing, marketing 
and selling “affiliation to the team” products and relationships. 
Creating product value and developing what is it worth? Learn to test 
what the market will bear.  Was with the team when it was announced 
to move to Baltimore (became the Ravens), providing a rare crisis 
management experience. An experience that one would not wish it on 
one’s own worst enemy, but also not trade for the world. 
 
Post Browns, worked in several different industries with varying 
results including healthcare, which was found to be interesting, 
similar affiliation marketing needs and good learning including 
handling government and trade relations and did “walk the hill”, but 
not an industry that was enjoyed. Lawn and garden business was 
more like food however, the dynamics of a family run business took 
hold. Left the former business before it collapsed due to 
consolidation and law changes. The latter had the position 
eliminated and was let go. 
 
Returned to Kraft Foods in 2001 when a new job was created in 
Cleveland utilizing both retail and affiliation marketing experience. 
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He worked with retailers and brands to create promotional opportunities that would 
increase product sales and established multiple programs at a favorable cost/expense. He 
did so by creating options and using knowledge of sponsor value points that they often 
not recognized by the sponsor themselves. Left in 2003 when the company reorganized 
and eliminated regional offices and those positions related to it. 
      

This prompted the creation of Crosslink Marketing LLC which worked on a variety of 
projects, including VineyardFresh. Clients were as varied as the Cleveland Clinic (hospital 
health care), Heinens Supermarkets (grocery stores), and New Market Solutions (stored 
value card company). Work with VineyardFresh went from a portion of the time spent 
early on to ultimately full time. 

   

  Worked and established and implemented a strategic “go to market” for 
VineyardFresh resulting in sales distribution through wine, retail and food service 
distribution as well as direct to business (DTB). Direct to consumer sales (DTC) via 
ecommerce on the internet. He implemented a cost effective marketing plan through 
business relationships to educate the retail, restaurant and consumer market via PR, trade 
shows, trade involvement, television, and word of mouth. He also secured consumer 
editorial in local, regional and national media and in the process have aided a significant 
increase in wine preservation category development. Although the category is still 
immature, the potential is still recognized and continues to be, however there is an 
investment (money and resources) in sales and marketing to take the business to the next 
level. 

EDUCATION & CERTIFICATIONS 

Bachelors of Science degree in Business Administration, majoring in Finance and Banking 
 from the University of Vermont, 1976.  

PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS 

Society of Wine Educators (SWE)    National Restaurant Association (NRA) Show 
Johnson and Wales University    University of Vermont Ferris State University 

Cleveland State University    John Carroll University    Notre Dame College (OH) 

INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS 
 
Specialty Foods Association (SFA), Food Service Council Member 
 
Society of Wine Educators (SWE), Membership and Marketing Committees 


